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DISCLAIMER

The specifications and information by FIS Informationssysteme und Consulting GmbH contained in this document are without obligation and non-binding. FIS expressly reserves the right to make subsequent changes to these specifications and information.

The specifications and information in this document represent confidential information of FIS and must be treated confidentially by the receiver. Passing on and duplication of the specifications and information in this document or parts thereof, in whatever form, is only permitted with the express prior written consent of FIS.

This document and the information contained therein may only be used for the purpose of evaluating the specifications and information provided by FIS as part of the offer in connection with which they were made available. In particular, the passing on of these specifications and information to third parties is prohibited.

This document does not constitute a legally binding offer by FIS. FIS assumes that the parties will negotiate legally binding contracts on the subject of this document at a later stage. FIS is not liable for damages incurred. This applies including but not limited to concrete, special and indirect damages or consequential damages which may arise from the use of the specifications and information of FIS in this document. This restriction does not apply in the case of intent or gross negligence. The statutory liability for personal injury or product liability shall remain unaffected.

The non-binding statements made in this document are based on the General Terms and Conditions of FIS Informationssysteme und Consulting GmbH.
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THE APPLICATION AND ITS BENEFIT

FIS/wws NextGeneration (NG) is the industrial solution for technical wholesale and compound groups based on SAP S/4HANA. To meet the requirements of this industry sector, we have particularly optimized and amended SD (Sales and Distribution) and MM (Materials Management) functions within SAP Operations and, as a specialized provider, we offer you numerous wholesale-specific additional functions for the SAP standard version.

The industry-specific configuration of FIS/wws NG reduces adjustment efforts and implementation time to a minimum. FIS/wws NG used in combination with SAP S/4HANA is the optimum support for technical wholesale processes. Since 1996, we have permanently enhanced FIS/wws, which is currently used by more than 30,000 SAP users.

Your benefit:
- Shorter process lead times compared to the SAP standard version
- High functional scope due to numerous additional functions
- Easy handling
- High productivity
- Field-tested services
- Modern and open architecture
- Sustainability, independency, scalability
- User association for influence
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2020 – Latest developments

- **Rocket search: integration of synonym search**
  - Integration of the synonym search into the new SAP S/4HANA material search help of the FIS/wws standard description

- **Route determination: import program**
  - Routing data for the FIS/wws route determination can be imported into the system for easier processing. A program is provided for this purpose.

- **FIS/wws PDL: Web service DHL Paket V3.0**
  - Express delivery service provider enhancement by Web service V3.0 of DHL Paket

- **EDIV evaluation**
  - An evaluation report is provided, which analyses how often an article has been procured as EDIV. In this way, it can be determined whether an article should be managed as a "listed article" if required.

- **Information by phone: "Last documents" enhanced by ‘request’ option**
  - Via the "Last documents" display, it is now also possible to manage requests.
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2020 – Latest developments

▪ SAP ILM on S/4HANA
  ▪ Connection of FIS/wws objects to SAP ILM (e.g. transportation planning, FIS/cash, GAEB and others)

▪ Assignment of source of supply from price simulation
  ▪ Possibility to assign a vendor to a purchase requisition directly from the price simulation

▪ Returns monitor: enhancement for stock posting
  ▪ Pop-up for stock postings (stock transfer, scrapping) for the entry of the entry quantity

▪ Query from ME57 to order taker
  ▪ A workflow process considerably accelerates the queries of open PReqs to the responsible sales clerk

▪ Empties cockpit: enhancement
  ▪ FIS/wws Empties cockpit is enhanced by the display of short texts 2 in all areas

▪ Outbound delivery of FIS/wws interim release with FPS 2
  ▪ Outbound delivery of FIS/wws with SAP FPS 2, planned at the beginning of Q3
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YOUR CONTACT PERSON

If you have any questions, suggestions or feedback, please feel free to contact us.

Please note that the information in this document is only an extract.
Detailed release information is available on request.

Claudio Endres
Produktmanagement@fis-gmbh.de
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